Vale’s Base Metals Video Series
Video 3: Health & Safety
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Vale’s Base Metals Business Series
— Focusing on health and safety

Emphasize drama and intensity of the processes
below, see deep underground mine,

Imagine digging more than two kilometers down into
the earth.

See open-pit vehicle

Imagine driving a truck that’s bigger than a
two-storey house.

See crushers and transport

Imagine the power needed to crush rock into marblesized pellets of concentrated ore.

See flash furnaces and flotation processes

Imagine the chemicals and huge furnaces needed to
turn that ore into useful metal.

See safety trainer advising worker

Each stage of the mining and refining process is
complex and potentially hazardous.

Miners working in well-controlled environment.
See safety training, various safety practices

At Vale we have no higher priority than the health and
safety of our employees.

See warm, positive smile… worker learning new
safety procedure etc.

We go to work every day dedicated to creating a safer,
healthier workplace. It’s always our first job.

See Thompson: SafeProduction program,
training events

The responsible management of risk is everyone’s job.
To encourage a collective approach, we are building a
risk management culture that has, as its primary focus,
zero harm — to our people, to our workplaces, to the
communities in which we operate and to the natural
environment.

See worker checking a safety feature, talking to a
supervisor etc be sure to include non-Canadian
op’s images

Everyone at Vale learns that part of the day-to-day
job is knowing our emergency action plans, properly
identifying hazards, and taking preventative action to
reduce risks.

See Thompson: “orange hard hats” program

We are working to adopt increasingly effective
incident prevention methods, and to encourage the
adoption of our safety culture throughout our
value chain.
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See safety-focused operations in PTI or Goro

Our commitment is reflected in our efforts to share
best practices in health and safety throughout the
company, all over the globe.

See healthy environmental/community action or
“green activity”

We also manage risks to protect the environment and
the communities we’re a part of...

See Vale working with government or community,
Manitoba, Safe Workers of Tomorrow Safety Centre,
high school outreach

Vale partners with governments and actively engages
local communities with a view to raising awareness
about health and safety issues.

See research or academic conference activity

We support advanced academic research in
environmental risk, occupational illness and
human health.

See Vale sponsored hospitals, clinics, etc.

Depending on what’s needed in the places we work,
we offer medical treatment, disease prevention, and
counseling for our employees, their families and
our communities.

Labrador Health Centre in Happy Valley-Goose Bay
PT Inco community hospital

Around the globe, we care for our communities and
we care about their long-term futures.

See Vale operations in action

Vale’s base metals business will always be vigilant,
mitigating risk and improving health and safety, for
everyone in all aspects of our business.

Title rundown

To learn more about how we are transforming mining
please watch the other videos in this series.
Music out
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